We introduce the concept of a temporal Magic Lens, a novel interaction technique that supports querying and browsing for video data. Video data is available from an increasingly number of sources, and yet analyzing and processing it is still often a manual, tedious task. A Temporal Magic Lens is an interactive tool that combines spatial and temporal components of video, creating a unified mechanism for analyzing video data; it can be used for viewing real-time video data, as well as for browsing and searching archival data. In this paper, we define the Temporal Magic Lens concept and identify its four key components. We present a sample implementation for each component, and then describe two usage scenarios for a prototype surveillance application.
Introduction
Video data is available from an increasing number of sources, such as entertainment, web cams, home video, and surveillance systems. With more and more video data available, the task of understanding, analyzing, summarizing, or even finding an event of interest becomes a daunting task. Although there are a number of automatic techniques for event detection and object tracking, these do not solve the problem; while they may reduce the amount of data by converting a raw video stream into a set of abstract objects (e.g., events, people, and trajectories), there is still inherently a large amount of data for a person to deal with. Thus there is a need for interface and interaction support to deal with the abstract or meta-data extracted by the automatic techniques, as well as with the raw video data.
Analyzing and processing video data is still often a manual, tedious task. In particular, looking for a specific event in a large data stream can be very difficult. When dealing with "personal" video (i.e., content that you filmed, or a movie that you have seen before) it may be possible to exploit one's own knowledge to help manage the search. In contrast, when dealing with arbitrary video, such as surveillance video or a movie that you have not seen before, finding an individual event may be like looking for a needle in a haystack. While methods exist to support querying by time (e.g., show me all the people that entered a building between 1:00 and 1:15) or by location (e.g., show me all the people that entered a particular room) few techniques attempt to combine the spatial and temporal components inherent in video data into a unified query and presentation.
We introduce the concept of a Temporal Magic Lens to support a combined spatial and temporal query, enabling a novel presentation of the query results to aid people with their video data by serving as a "window in time" into their data. Users choose a region of interest and a time period of interest, and the computer provides a summary of that location in that particular time period. While a Temporal Magic Lens provides important dynamic information, and is intended to be used dynamically to query and browse streams of video data, it can also be used to provide static snapshots of different subsets of the data. The Temporal Magic Lens concept will be a powerful tool in video information exploration across many domains. For example, for any physical activity (e.g., sports, dance, T'ai Chi) users can quickly detect the minute difference between the body movements of coach's from time to time and thus learn it more quickly. In video editing, we can easily pick out frames in which big differences appear or detect small changes among a number of frames in which all objects seem to remain unchanged.
In Section 2 we present related work that has motivated our research. In Section 3 we define the Temporal Magic Lens concept along with a sample implementation of each of its four key components. We present two sample usage scenarios for our system in Section 4, and conclude in Section 5 with a summary of our work and a discussion of open issues and future directions.
Related Work
We first review general video summarization techniques, followed by visualization techniques focusing on the issues of video query, browsing and presentation. Finally, we discuss previous work on magic lenses.
Video summarization techniques
Rendering animated pictures is both time and space consuming. In some cases, there is a risk of exhausting the whole system if appropriate resources are not available (i.e., not enough memory) or if resources are not appropriately managed (i.e., memory leaks). To solve this problem it is often highly desirable to present appropriate summarization or abstraction of the raw video data to users.
Video summarization, sometimes referred to as video parsing, is the first step in video information processing. In this step an index is created and important features of the video are extracted for later analysis. In general it includes two parts: temporal segmentation and key-frame abstraction. Temporal segmentation detects boundaries between consecutive camera shots or event sequences. Key-frame abstraction maps an entire segment to some small number of representative images, usually called keyframes -still images which best represent the video content in an abstracted manner. An index may be constructed from key-frames, and retrieval queries may be directed at key-frames, which can subsequently be displayed for browsing purposes.
A common approach is to integrate the key-frame extraction process with the processes of segmentation. When a new shot is identified, the key-frame extraction process is invoked, using parameters calculated during segmentation [15] . The challenge, which is also the focus of much previous research, is how to generate video summarization automatically based on context. Summarization algorithms can either rely on low-level image features such as color (brightness and dominant color etc.) and motion activity, geometry (i.e., size and location) or more advanced semantic analysis such as pattern detection [4, 11] . While this technique is useful and powerful, the time it takes to process the raw images may make it undesirable for a system requiring real-time analysis. As described in Section 3, a Temporal Magic Lens can be used for real-time analysis, when no additional information (or meta-data) is available; it can also exploit the extra information when it is available.
Video Visualization
We started our work by seeking appropriate visualization techniques to present video data, combining both the raw images and any extracted information (i.e., meta-data). Meta-data is usually associated with individual frames, and may include object counts, object bounding boxes, motion vectors or other derived information. The algorithms used to create the meta-data often require multiple frames, and may not run in real-time. We quickly found it is possible to use our techniques to summarize the raw data directly and present summary views without the help of meta-data.
There is a long history of work in creating efficient methods to present and browse video data. In the DIVA system, for example, the spatial view is arranged in the center and temporal views appear on the sides, which simulates 3D visualization to give a sense of past and future [9] . The side view displays data streams (or summaries). While this approach is suitable for displaying many kinds of data streams in parallel, it requires large display space and meta-data to be available. It can also only be used to visualize data from a particular point in one direction (e.g., the past or the future).
In the Rapid Serial Visual Presentation Techniques (RSVP) project, Wittenburg et. al. investigated various space layouts of video frames to help TV channel surfing and video summarization by frame selection [13] . Users can select a number of key frames by clicking the displayed frames. The system presents the video stream in temporal context in "time tunnels" and helps users to navigate to points of interest quickly and precisely. While RSVP provides convenient presentation and navigation methods for video streams, it does not support a direct query method in the same way that our Temporal Magic Lens does -RSVP is more concerned with navigation and browsing rather than posing or answering specific user-queries. We experimented with several RSVP techniques prior to developing our temporal magic lens concept.
Daniel and Chen presented a method for "summarizing" video sequences using opacity and color transfer functions in volume visualization [3] . In particular, they utilized color transfer functions to indicate different magnitudes of changes, or to remove parts of spatial object. This is one of the few examples that we have found that summarizes video data directly by solely utilizing visualization techniques. As with the DIVA system, this technique requires meta-data to be available.
Freeman and Zhang [5] introduced "shape-time photography," a novel method to describe shape relationships over time in a single photograph. Using data gathered from a stationary stereo camera, they compute a composite image that can be used to summarize events or for instructional materials (i.e., in lieu of illustrations). Their work shares many of the same goals as our current work, namely capturing changes in time in a single image, and determining which pixels to contribute to the final image. In our work, however, we focus on the interface and interaction technique that allow users to select the spatial and temporal regions of interest, and the larger context in which a compositing technique may be used. Freeman and Zhang focus on the compositing itself. While their compositing technique could be used as part of our temporal magic lens, it is not suitable for much of today's video as it requires stereo images.
For practical video analysis, it is important to present information at different temporal scales in video editing and analysis. For example, users may only have two minutes to view a half-hour video clip. The Hierarchical Video Magnifier provides users with a detail+context view by using successive timelines [10] . Initially it uses a timeline to represent the total duration of the video clip. Users can select a portion of the timeline and expand it to a second timeline. The timelines create an explicit spatial hierarchical structure of the video source. The disadvantage is that it is hard to scale up. As with the RSVP approach, this work is more concerned with browsing and navigation support rather than explicit querying. Alternatively, Silver2 [8] system applies a spatial magic lens to the timeline to support semantic zooming in the timeline, and hence provides a "fisheye" view.
Magic Lens
We propose a novel magic lens technique that can be integrated into video analysis systems to support video navigation and exploration with or without meta-data. The magic lenses with which we are familiar to date are spatial in nature -our Temporal Magic Lens adds a new dimension (time) to determine which content should be displayed in the lens. It combines temporal and spatial aspects of a video-based query, and provides a unified presentation of the query results.
The "magic lens" concept was introduced by Bier et. al. as a see-through interface in 1993. A magic lens is a screen region that semantically transforms the content underneath it; users can move the lens to control what region is affected. In practice, a magic lens is a composable visual filter that may be used as an interactive visualization technique [2] . A lens may act as a magnifying glass, zooming in on the content on which it is placed. It may also function as an x-ray tool to reveal otherwise hidden information. Multiple lenses may be stacked on top of one another to provide a composition of the individual functionality. In some cases, different lens ordering will generate different result. A Magic Lens interface offers many advantages over traditional controls. It reduces dedicated screen space while providing the ability to view context and detail simultaneously. It enhances data of interest and suppresses distracting information, and thus reduces execution errors. The Magic Lens concept has been used in many applications, such as Pad++ [1] , Debugging Lenses [7] and Document Lens [12] . Our work builds upon this earlier work by providing access to temporal information, and is appropriate to help video querying, browsing and presentation.
Temporal Magic Lenses
A Temporal Magic Lens combines spatial and temporal query components into a single query. A user picks a region of interest and a time period of interest, and then the computer present a composite of some subset of the frames to give a summary of that location in that particular time period. The choice of parameter settings may be done manually (by the user) or more automatically (by the system). We believe a Temporal Magic Lens should also provide users with techniques and interactions to quickly understand and further analyze the data displayed within it. In this section, we first describe the concept of a Temporal Magic Lens by defining its four key components. We then describe a sample implementation of a Temporal Magic Lens for an example video surveillance application prototype.
Key Components
A Temporal Magic Lens has four key components: the spatial query, the temporal query, methods for rendering/compositing multiple video frames, and mechanisms to support drill-down in the data.
Spatial Query: The spatial query indicates the spatial region of interest. It is a contiguous set of pixels, and may be of any shape (e.g., rectangle, oval, blob, etc.); it defines the physical boundaries of the magic lens, and is also the area in which the query results are displayed. The user may select the region manually (i.e., by drawing directly over an image) or the system may automatically select the region (i.e., using an event or motion detection algorithm). To date we have only worked with fixed camera video data, and so the spatial query is specified relative to a fixed (geographical) window. The question of defining the spatial query for panning or mobile cameras is left for future work. We have found that while the initial region could be created using the same manual techniques described above, it is our experience that the region should track the camera's motion (or the motion of objects in the camera's view), and not remain fixed relative to the window frame. World-coordinate frames, if available, might also be useful.
Temporal Query: The temporal query indicates the temporal region of interest. Specifying the start time and duration of the time window may also be done using manual or automated methods. For real-time data the temporal window can only extend into the past. For archival data, it may extend into the past, future, or some combination of the two. In addition to the depth of the temporal window, there is also a question of the granularity of the data within that window -how much data to display or summarize. Within the temporal window we must also specify or determine how many frames (or layers) should be included in the summary.
Rendering/Compositing: Once we have the frames that result from the temporal and spatial query, we must consider the method for compositing the frames for presentation to the user. In essence, we will blend multiple frames to create a single frame, encapsulating or summarizing the query results. When compositing multiple images, the stacking order and the weighting of each frame controls the final appearance of the Temporal Magic Lens. Rather than composite the entire region of interest, it may also be advantageous to identify clipping regions within the larger spatial query. The compositing issue is addressed in more detail by Freeman and Zhang [5] .
Drill-Down: The contents (i.e., composited image) of a Temporal Magic Lens contain data across a range of times. Users may want to distinguish which part of the frame comes from which point in time, and may want to further explore that time period in more detail. Thus the Temporal Magic Lens should provide easy interactions for a user to better understand and explore the summary data provided in the composited view, including methods to determine which frames objects/content came from, and easy visual indications of temporal distance. For example, in addition to the composited frame (in the Temporal Magic Lens area), the interface could provide a secondary region with thumbnails (one for each frame that contributed to the summary) or alternatively could provide some interactive feedback using mouse-overs.
Sample Temporal Magic Lens
We have implemented a sample Temporal Magic Lens for a video surveillance prototype. Here we describe implementations for each of the core components.
Spatial Query: We support manual specification of the spatial query, and use a rectangular lens shape. Users select the region of interest by drawing rectangular areas in the video player window. Its size and position may be adjusted at any time. A single Temporal Magic Lens is shown in the video player in Figure 1a .
Temporal Query: We have implemented a timeline slider widget (Figure 1b) to support specifying the temporal window along with the number of layers of interest within that window. We created our own specialized widget instead of using general sliders to enable pixel-based moving and selection. The vertical line represents the time pointer and will automatically move forward/backward in auto-play mode. It can also be moved freely along the timeline by the user, moving either forward or backward in time. This control is similar to existing widgets appearing in many popular video player applications with an additional function to set the temporal depth of the magic lens. In this implementation the current frame (longer vertical bar) serves as one end of the time interval while the black bar indicates the temporal depth -how far temporally the magic lens can go (the depth of layers). In an alternate version the time period can bracket the current frame, extending in both the past and the future directions. The slider also provides information such as the number of frames composited in the magic lens and their relative temporal distance and weightings.
In the example shown in Figures 1a-c , the temporal magic lens composites eight frames. Each frame is represented by a small rectangle between the temporal pointer and the temporal depth bar. The inter-bar spacing indicates relative temporal positioning, and the bars' gray-levels indicate their relative weighting for compositing. In this example the frames are evenly-spaced. The more "recent" frames are more heavily weighted, making them clearer in the final (composited) image displayed in the lens. The weighting, spacing and "recent" details are discussed in more detail below. dress compositing fixed, unrelated images [6, 14] . Their goal is to make either foreground or background more clear while maintaining the visual cues in the whole context. For video data, pictures taken over a time period are normally played sequentially, one by one. Compositing a series of pictures from video data which include moving objects requires us to not only be able to make a particular frame of interest the clearest (i.e., the most recent or the farthest away temporally), but also clearly show the continuous moving sequence as well.
We use an interpolation approach to composite the view of the magic lens. Given the starting and ending pictures (a time period) and the number of pictures to composite, we calculate the time interval between consecutive composite frames and select them from the disk. The selected images are further filtered by the number of objects detected in the frame. Currently frames containing no object (as determined by metadata, if available) are discarded as they are essentially background images and do not contribute any new information from the user's perspective. Their exclusion brings us a clearer view by minimizing any blurring or fading of the context. We also tried to only composite regions with objects (local compositing) in hope of further reducing the blurs. However, the result is not as good as expected due to the roughness of the meta-data. The detected object rectangles are so large that they overlap each other. As a result, local compositing does not make any big difference from global compositing and it brings even more confusion with sharp edges around each object rectangle.
We evaluated three techniques for creating an appropriate transparency effect when compositing multiple frames; ideally the temporal lens should enable users to see all composited frames as clearly as possible or with emphasis on a subset. Based on our experiment, we determined that simply applying a fixed opacity value is unacceptable. For a fixed opacity value, we observed that images will be perceived differently -images above will always be clearer than those below. This method can either show the most recent images or the farthest ones more distinctively than others, but showing all images with the same perceived opacity level, as might be desirable when users are interested in observing the overall motion sequence, is impossible.
The second method we tried composites images according to different orders to emphasize a subset of images (order switch method). We let the Opacity scrollbar control to the number of composited frames and assign a fixed alpha value to each image (0.5). When users want to see the farthest phantom (i.e., the least recent temporally), the system will draw image with the most recent timestamp first (i.e., closest to the time pointer), and less recent one next. As a result, the farthest image (which was drawn last) will be the clearest one since it is rendered on top of the others. For example, given a total of six overlaid frames, if the last frame is the most interesting frame, the overlaying order will be 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 (from bottom to top); if the fifth one is the most interesting frame, the order should be 1, 2, 3, 6, 4, 5 and so on. This method makes the interesting frame and its peripherals distinct from others. The disadvantage is that it still cannot provide a balanced transparency view; even the neighborhood can be blurred and images far away will completely vanished. Users perceive fewer phantoms than the real number being composited.
In the third method, we used a heuristic equation to control the opacity level for each composited frame according to their overlaying order, so that all images can be perceived as with the same opacity value (Equation 1, 2). Only one frame would be displayed within the Temporal Magic Lens.
For example, when compositing two layers, both images are seen as clear as possible when the alpha value for the bottom image is equal to 100%, and the alpha value for the top image is equal to 50%, both images are perceived as having % 50 = α . In an informal study, given three images, people perceived all three images to be equally weighted when in fact they are weighted with 1 α =100% (bottom), 2 α = 50% (middle) and 3 α = 33% (top). Starting from the balanced view, users can decide which side (most recently or farthest) should be more distinguished from others by dragging the Opacity scrollbar, located below the thumbnail view in Figure 1a . Drill-Down: We provide thumbnails next to the video player to display frames contributing to the composited image in the Temporal Lens (Figure 1a ) to enable Most recent/newest Balanced view Farthest/oldest users to interactively explore the data. Dynamically mousing over a thumbnail allows users to better understand the temporal nature of the data; the system's behavior depends upon the availability of meta-data. When no meta-data is available, it can reorder the layers of the composited image, moving that (active) thumbnail to the top so that it becomes more distinct. When meta-data is available, the system will only show the objects within that (active) thumbnail's frame in the video player. Users can observe the change sequence by moving the cursor over a series of thumbnails and hence get better understanding of the compositing process. We also draw object indicators on each thumbnail to show detailed information about the detected objects.
Example System
We applied the temporal magic lens concept in a surveillance system and the result is very promising. There are a number of tasks that any surveillance system should provide for its users: helping users to quickly search video frames (i.e. go to the pictures taken in a certain time period), detecting outliers quickly and precisely (i.e. decide whether an outlier exists, and if so when and where it happens), and identifying suspect objects easily.
To support these tasks, we extended the temporal magic lens by exploring alternative implementations of three of its components. Our investigation into compositing techniques was described in the previous section.
Spatial Query: We augmented the spatial query with a trajectory query, which defines a spatial region of interest, and a filter to further constrain the query. This tool allows users to define a pattern of movement (the path and the direction) so that only trajectories with similar patterns will be displayed in the magic lens. A trajectory query is specified by drawing a sample trajectory, a straight line (rather than a rectangle) in the video player. Future work will explore alternate methods for specifying arbitrary trajectories, including non-linear paths and changes in speed. Trajectory queries also require meta-data to be available.
Temporal Query: Two functions were added to support temporal queries. First, a time compression control enables users to see the video clip in different detail levels. This tool allows users to decide the time interval by scrolling the Interval scrollbar at the bottom of the timeline slider (Figure 1b) . For example, a user is able to view a one-hour video clip in just three minutes by changing the time interval, in essence using "fast-forwarding." Instead of playing the frames one by one (taken every 0.05 second), the system plays every twentieth frame with a one second interval. Second we added temporal zooming support --users can zoom into a given time period to see more detailed information. In 3a, the "zoom in" area is shown as a pink-shaded rectangle above the timeline slider. The time interval in the "zoom in" area is controlled by a separate interval scrollbar at the bottom of the object histogram.
Drill-Down: Due to the special characteristics of the surveillance system, we also incorporated an object query function, by modifying and extending three components. First, we added an object histogram as a background in the timeline, with the height representing the number of objects and colors distinguishing them. From it users can easily tell how many objects are in a given time period, when the object appears, and how long it lasts. Second, we added an interactive object histogram component (the lower right portion of Figure 3a) . Once users select a particular time period in the timeline slider, the corresponding histograms are shown as an interactive histogram. Each object is assigned a distinct color. Users can select different bars in the histogram and a path will appear in the video player indicating its trajectory. Third, we added colorful dots in the lower left corner of each thumbnail to indicate how many objects are detected in the frame. Every object is assigned a unique color consistent with the object histogram. Mousing over a thumbnail will display a rectangle representing the locations and sizes of those objects in the video player. The object query itself merits a thorough study, and is beyond the scope of this paper.
Usage Scenario One
For the example shown in Figure 1 , the video sequence records the event that a man left his bag in the courtyard. It is a one-minute video with pictures taken 25fps. A quick look at the histogram in the timeline slider tells us the activity happens in the later half of the video clip so it is reasonable for us to slide the time pointer directly to the interesting time period. Our task is to detect the actual movement of the man. We first defined the magic lens to let it only cover the center region of the picture. The default number of frames to composite with the magic lens is six with equal perceived opacity. Figure 1c displays the result; we can easily identify the path along which the man walked, and the location in which the man dropped his bag.
Usage Scenario Two
Another scenario is visualizing the pictures obtained from a highway surveillance system. This video clip covers footage taken for five minutes along a highway. Suppose we only want to take 6 seconds to look at the whole movie. We need to specify a longer time interval (play every 50th frame) using the time interval scrollbar. Figure  3a -b shows the initial interval scrollbar. In Figure 3c we have dragged the interval scrollbar to the right. The summarized result is much clearer than the initial data.
From the long pink bar in Figure 3c we detect that there is an outlier in the last quarter of the video; some object stayed for a long time in the highway. Highlighting that time period by selecting it with the mouse provides an object histogram. Mousing over the bar of interest shows the trajectory of that object (Figure 3a) . We can see from the thumbnail in the upper left corner that it is a red car and it stopped on the right curb for quite a long time. In Figure 3a , the diameter of the circle indicates how long the object stays in a place.
Compositing many frames may compromise the clarity of the view. In Figure 4 we defined a rectangular magic lens and the task is to compare the current frame with one of the future frames to see the difference. We can put cursor over the given frame on the right side and objects detected in that frame will be displayed as a rectangle with unique colors in the video player (on the left side). The current frame contains two vehicles, but there will be four vehicles twenty-one seconds later. The red car will still be visible and has driven back a few yards. 
Conclusion
In this paper we have introduced the concept of a Temporal Magic Lens, a novel interaction technique that supports querying and browsing for video. It can be used to search and browse video surveillance data, home video, or any other recorded digital content. By combining spatial and temporal aspects of the data, it creates a unified display that supports people's browsing and querying, and provides both dynamic and static views into their video data. We have described its four key components, along with our first investigation into implementations for each. The two scenarios presented in this paper illustrate how to apply the Temporal Magic Lens concept in a surveillance system. Although our initial results are limited due to the roughness of the available meta-data, they suggest better results will follow with more accurate meta-data (e.g., enabling local instead of global compositing). More importantly, they illustrate that the Temporal Magic Lens may be used even in cases where no meta-data is available.
Our current prototype is an initial exploration of the Temporal Magic Lens concept; at present it is a vehicle for our own research rather than an end-user's tool (e.g., our compositing techniques still have many degrees of freedom). Additional study is needed to determine and evaluate the best implementations for each component. In the cases where multiple techniques should be supported (e.g., image compositing), easier-to-understand (and perhaps more intuitive) controls need to be developed. Moreover, by defining the Temporal Magic Lens concept and clearly delineating its four components, we provide a foundation for other researchers to apply their technology (e.g., meta-data extraction, object recognition, compositing techniques, and interactive timelines) to the domain of video.
There are a number of future directions to explore. We would like to support defining and viewing multiple temporal magic lenses simultaneously. In addition, integrating dynamic interaction to the Temporal Magic Lens concept will increase its query power; its filtering function should not only consider the existence of objects, but also the dwell time and other users-specific interests. Finally, to date we have only applied the tool to analyze data from a single, fixed camera. Compositing frames from multiple cameras may generate more interesting results. As previously noted, supporting non-fixed cameras (i.e., pan-tilt-zoom cameras) will require more sophisticated compositing techniques as well as additional meta-data. The Temporal Magic Lens provides a framework for video query and presentation for us and others to build upon, and for designing next-generation video information exploration systems.
